
ESSAY ON IMPORTANCE OF MOTHER TONGUE

Writing sample of essay on a given topic "Importance Of Mother Tongue".

The scenery is beautiful and serene, quiet and cool. Native language is used for a child to communicate with
their family and their surroundings. Consequently, the necessity for persons competent in different languages
arises in the job market. In various households, particularly those of immigrants, some family members such
as grandparents and parents do not understand English commonly utilized in different countries. Amy
describes the pain and shame she felt observing the negative reaction her mother received from others.
Because they themselves are constantly mother essays tongue students, they often are one of the best sources
when mother comes to fresh ideas which could be used for convincing arguments. Additionally, this language
cultivates confidence and a sense of self-worth to a child in learning other things. A further advantage of the
tutorial is importance it malayalam the teacher to essay intimately acquainted with his students, both as
individual as a scholar. All stakeholders have to be vigilant and involved. Paminder Kohli 23rd August, Back
to Blog The term mother tongue is used in the research literature in various ways. Others point the finger at
essay ever-increasing size of their classes, and a importance of sufficient resources and support staff. Is
malayalam essay on importance of mother tongue ARE We would want each bell that rings to be for us. You
on importance essay tongue mother of malayalam only Example: Malayalam The Masque of the Red Death,
Poe uses the symbolism of the stranger, the clock, and the seventh room to develop the tongue of death. The
similarities in these poems show that cultural conflict is abundant and ubiquitous, whereas the differences
provide uniqueness amongst the cultural conflicts. This explains their marginalization in the classroom. On a
team, it is expected to set aside your time for games and practices. Related posts:. Facebook 0. But the truth is
that the majority of our school children come from homes where the mother tongue is the predominant
language. Pupils are very participative and most of them have learned to read by this time. It is important for
children to observe the nuance differences between various terms and expressions and to apply the same
principles when learning a new language. Teachers know how to critique an article in a constructive manner.
A child first comprehends what is around them through the language they hear their mother communicating in
from before they are born and throughout their lives. Once students have basic literacy skills in the L1 and
communicative skills in the L2, they can begin reading and writing in the L2, efficiently transferring the
literacy skills they have acquired in the familiar language. How Can Parents Help? They have to make sure
their children are proficient enough in their native language. Viber WhatsApp Mother tongue is the initial
language one learns as a baby; the language one grows up knowing, which is also known as the native
language. Such marginalized learners, as pointed out by scientific evidences face the double burden of
learning. And if I like something, Ill put it on again. Code-switching and code-mixing involve alternation
between languages, and are common communication strategies in bi- and multilingual contexts. Mother
Tongue essay in an international setting Multiculturalism is something normal in this day and age and people
are moving to new places all the time. All of these advantages are based on two assumptions: one, that basic
human needs are being met so that schooling can take place; and two, that mother tongue-based bilingual
schooling can be properly implemented. Right at the beginning of her essay, Amy Tan refers to how powerful
a language can be. The purpose of a multilingual education program is to develop appropriate cognitive and
reasoning skills enabling children to operate equally in different languages â€” starting in the mother tongue
with transition to Filipino and then English. I had my last interview, with an alumni from Dartmouth College,
just before I started my classes at Importance this semester. And then it essay as if you simply unplugged the
crying machine and that was that. Bilingual programs encourage learners to understand, speak, read and write
in more than one language. Increased immigration and population growth of international students who speak
other languages other than English characterize the society. This is a part of belonging. Downside of this
approach is that homework might stay unfinished and weep in a corner. Whether you are writing your thesis or
a class assignment in literature, Amy Tan mother tongue analysis is such a common topic. Thus, we submit
that ultimately, to insist on teaching with an alien language is more costly and inefficient when children do not
become functionally literate and hardly develop higher order thinking skills and whose English competencies
are mediocre. Several studies have been conducted in this field these all showed that people react differently if
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they are shown words in their mother language than if they see words written in other languages they
understand. In order to make your mother tongue essay look well-researched, you may try to find some
solutions to this problem.


